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Stop searching, this is the answer you have been looking for. Why isn't your love life where you
want it to be? Are you going to point fingers at the quality of today's men, blame the city that you live
in, or come up with the defense that you don't have the energy to date? You pretend to be working
on yourself, but you secretly hope and wish that Prince Charming will fall in your lap. You make the
excuse that it's not you, it's the men, but there is something inside of you that knows the common
denominator in all of your failed relationships was you! No matter if you're struggling to find
someone new, trying to make things work with someone old, or currently confused about a person
that's giving you mixed signals, this book will reset and revolutionize those relationships. It's time to
take control of your life and get the love you deserve. This isn't about online dating gimmicks, how
to submit to male techniques, or any nonsense that publishers push down your throat to make
money off of your desperation. This book holds the answers to your salvation, and it all starts by
going within and learning the secrets to manifestation that goes well beyond the inconsistent Law of
Attraction philosophy. If you want real results, provable results, and a life where you will never shy
away from your greatness, then take up the Spartan challenge today! This is not a dating book for
the soft, this is the gateway to power for the strong. Conquer your fears, take back control of your
life, and awaken the Spartan within.
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This book opened my eyes to how men really, truly jockey for position in relationships and how to
turn that heartache around. If you find yourself getting continuously wined and dined and pumped

and dumped, this book will hold up a mirror to your life and set you straight. Be prepared for 100%
brutal honesty! And it isnâ€™t about playing silly games or following outdated â€œrules.â€• The book
goes through a detailed blueprint of how to conduct yourself on a date, in a relationship, etc., but
when it comes down to it, itâ€™s all about self-respect, self-confidence, and never putting your true
needs under the whims and desires of a guy who is just interested in making you a placeholder. A
must-have for todayâ€™s woman!

The most AMAZING MUST-HAVE for everyone woman! I wish that I had this book years ago. It
would have saved me time, money and energy in those dead-end relationships!-Spartan Z

Really Great Book!!! Since reading this book my whole outlook on men, dating and relationships
even MYSELF has changed. I wish I had this book to read years ago I probably would not have
experienced as much heartache. I am so happy I came across this book my life has changed for the
better I am sooo serious when I say that. I definately recommend this book!!!

I have always been a huge fan of the authors blog, bgae. I read his first two books that were good
but this one is on another level. He may seem offensive but its tough love. If you make it past that,
you will be ready yo take on the dating world with your new found 'magic' Because of the percieved
shortage of Black men, many women accept subpar treatment which has created a culture of
unstable situationships as opposed to long lasting commitment. If anyone does not take away
anything from this books, it is because they missed the point. It's not your average 'take this step for
this result kind of book' it's a 'take responsibility for you actions and take control of your power'
book. This book is more about focusing inward and realizing your worth and value. Many women
are scared to make that assessment because they know that they continually sell themselves short
and it takes discipline to not settle. I recommend this book for women who are dating and
continually get the same results. It has to be you- do something about it! He coached and guide you
to be your authentic self and not like the typical chick caught in the matrix of the wrong men. The
title of the book put me off initially because it hit home. I've had plenty of men but none loved me (at
least not in the way I needed). By the time I reached the end of the book, the title made more sense
than I initially thought and the author's words left an impression that is part of my morning
meditation daily. Hope you enjoy.

Warning. This book requires you to use your brain to actually read and learn something deeper than

"this is how you get a man and get over a breakup and stop feeling fat and ugly" it is very powerful if
put in the right hands and I have already put it into practical use. If you have the smarts and the
patience to dig into the truth of self then this is a must have. I haven't felt like this since I read the
secret, great job.

The harsh reality -I understand why all of my many relationships failed.It's a woman's wake up call.
Thank you.

Everything he says in this book is true, and I know that because I have instinctively been the way he
describes with men for 20+ years and have been treated like a Queen, and every boyfriend has
proposed in less than a year of us dating. I only date very good looking, intelligent, sought-after men
and I'm only slightly above average in looks, and I'm not great at looking put-together (I'm learning!)
men love Spartans and they NEED more of us, I'm really glad this book was written.

Really wakes you up.Great read
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